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Abstract
Archeologists have found the remains of numerous game boards nestled among the ruins
of Rome. Regrettably, these remains have often been ignored. Only a handful of scholars have
made any attempt to catalog these remains, and fewer still have considered them valuable. This
paper seeks to synthesize all of the available information pertaining to a specific Roman game,
XII Scripta. This game is intriguing for two reasons. First, several scholars have attempted to
reconstruct the game; however, they often fail to explain in detail the evidence that supports the
rules, which they have provided. Additionally, the game board for XII Scripta is often composed
of Latin text, which provides invaluable insight into the minds of Roman players and spectators.
The goal of this paper is two fold. First, I will list and evaluate all of the available
evidence for the rules surrounding the game of XII Scripta in order to produce a single definitive
and playable rule set. Second, I will provide a thematic analysis of the game board texts, which I
have collected, in order to determine the motive that drove Romans to play the game. This, in
turn, will be compared to the motives suggested by literary sources in order to determine whether
or not the moral concerns of the upper class toward XII Scripta were justified.
By completing these two tasks, I hope to consolidate the information surrounding this
game into a single body of work, while simultaneously contributing to the interpretation of the
social milieu in which the game was played.
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I
XII Scripta: Tools for Reconstruction
Every board game has a unique set of properties, which distinguishes that game from all
others. According to Schadler there are three such properties shared between all board games. He
claims, “To the archaeologist any board game appears as a tripartite set of data consisting of a
gameboard, the material needed for playing and a set of rules.”1 Thus if a person can outline the
game board, materials and rules, the game can be reconstructed and played by any reader of such
an outline. The issue, then, is in producing this outline.
Before attempting to reconstruct the game of XII Scripta, it is important to identify the
tools and techniques that are available to archaeologists for reconstruction, as well as the
drawbacks of each approach. According to Schadler there are four primary tools available to an
archaeologist: material remains, literary sources, artwork and cross-cultural analogies.2 These are
the tools I will draw upon when reconstructing the game of XII Scripta.
Analyzing material remains is one of the strongest tools available to an archaeologist.
The material remains can help determine the two properties of a board game: the game board and
the materials of play. Unfortunately, game boards and game pieces are rarely found together, let
alone in complete sets. As Schadler explains, “Generally spoken there are strayfinds[sic] of
gaming stones, dice and other objects on the one hand and gameboards[sic] on the other.”3 Since
these two properties are often discovered separately it is difficult to guarantee which game
boards correspond to which game pieces, or whether clumps of game pieces are distinct sets to
be used with a single game or a jumble of pieces for use in any number of games. Fortunately,
material remains do provide ample evidence for labeling specific remains as game boards. In
1

Schadler, “Mancala,” 10.
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
2
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fact, the recurrence of similarly patterned remains is what enables archaeologists to conclude that
such remains are game boards. Ergo, the material remains are not without merit.
Literary sources are another strong source for game reconstruction. In fact, these sources
tend to be the only evidence available for both the specific names of games and the
reconstruction of game rules. However, Schadler notes, “more often they [literary sources] are
themselves problematic, since many of them consist of concise lexicographic entries, poetical or
philosophical allusions to games rather than explanations or are written by late authors, who
gained knowledge not from personal experience but from previous literary sources.”4 In other
words, literary sources have two problems. First, they tend to be either too specific, using words
in ways that modern readers have no hope of understanding, or too vague, using games simply as
metaphors for the author’s true message. Second, literary sources are typically written by authors
who have never played the specific game they are describing. Hence all literary sources, which
an archaeologist wishes to employ as proof during game reconstruction, must first be analyzed to
determine the purpose of the text in order to determine its significance and validity.
The third tool, artwork, is even more problematic than the previous. Artwork serves as
the only means by which an archaeologist can see a game played in action. However, most
ancient artwork adheres to its own rules of perspective and style, which can distort the
representation. Murray strongly cautions against the use of artwork when he writes, “Drawings
of games establish that their artists knew that games were played by their contemporaries, but
nothing more, and medieval and even modern pictures of games of which we have complete
knowledge warn us that it is unsafe to rely on them for accuracy of detail.”5 Essentially, unless

4
5

Schadler, “Mancala,” 10.
Murray, History of Board-Games, 1.
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the game is the focus of the piece, artists have no reason to adhere to accuracy. For this reason,
one must use artwork with caution when reconstructing game rules.
Finally, cross-cultural analogies can be employed to help reconstruct games once the
previous tools have failed, but such analogies must be used with caution. As Austin explains,
“Only if a game conforms to such generic types [game archetypes] is it safe to make assumptions
concerning its method of play, or to identify it with a game of another country.”6 Austin claims
that one can compare a game to that of another culture in order to reconstruct the rules if both
games conform to a specific game archetype. Regrettably, discrepancies exist among authors
regarding the number of game archetypes. For example, Murray claims there are five: race,
alignment, hunt, war and mancala.7 Austin claims three: battle, race and hunt.8 Bell gives four:
race, war, positional and mancala.9 And Parlett also gives five: race, space, chase, displace and
theme games.10 Clearly there is not an agreed upon set of archetypes. Fortunately, all of these
authors acknowledge “race games” as a game archetype, which, as will be discussed later, is the
archetype under which XII Scripta falls. For this game at least, cross-cultural comparisons may
be possible, but caution must be taken to not over-assume based on these archetypes.
Before I begin my reconstruction of the game XII Scripta, I must acknowledge that I have
relied upon the works of others to fill the void created by my inexperience with the history of
board games. However, it is my goal to analyze the arguments provided by other scholars in
order to construct a unified set of rules based on their work and supplemented by my research. It
is with this goal that I begin the reconstruction.

6

Austin, “Greek Board-Games,” 259.
Murray, History of Board-Games, 4-5.
8
Austin, “Greek Board-Games,” 258.
9
Bell, Board and Table Games, v.
10
Parlett, Oxford History of Board Games, 9.
7
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II
XII Scripta: Developing the Rules
Prior to reconstructing the game board of XII Scripta, the definition of game board must
be determined. A game board is the area on which games are played. Its physical properties do
not distinguish the game board of one game from that of another. Width, height, thickness and
construction material are meaningless. For example, the game board of Checkers can be
described as an 8 x 8 grid of alternating colored tiles. It does not matter whether the tiles are
square or circular, or whether they are red/black or pink/purple. It is the arrangement of the tiles
and the ability to distinguish between one type of tile and the next that is important. Even the
requirement of colored tiles can be discarded if the players can mentally distinguish between the
two types of tiles. Thus it is the arrangement of spaces that define a game board, and it is the
difference in arrangement that distinguish one type of game board from another.
Archaeologists have discovered numerous inscriptions scattered throughout the Roman
Empire, all of which follow an identical pattern. The inscriptions contain six, six lettered words,
which are arranged in a 2 x 3 grid. For example, the following inscription was found among the
fragments of a catacomb in Rome:
PARTHI
BRITTO
LUDITE

OCCISI
VICTUS
ROMANI11

According to Lanciani, sixty-five inscriptions following this pattern were found in Rome during
his lifetime12. The repetition of such a consistent pattern has led many to believe that such
inscriptions served as game boards. If this is true, than the game corresponding to this board
requires a 3 x 12 grid to operate. Any 3 x 12 grid would suffice for this game.
11
12

Appendix B, 111.
Lanciani, “Gambling in Rome,” 99.
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Additional proof that a game requiring a 3 x 12 grid for playing was discovered during
the excavation of a tomb in Qustul. Emery recounts:
At a lower level, almost at the base of the tumulus, we uncovered an object which
appears at first glance to be rather like a picture frame. On turning it over we
found the underside elaborately inlaid with ivory and soon realized that it was a
gaming board… The “places” were marked with ivory fretwork inlay and
consisted of three rows of twelve squares… Each line of “places” was divided
into a group of six by centre pieces…13
Emery and his associates found a board consisting of geometric shapes that follows the pattern of
the inscriptions. It had 3 rows of 12 squares, divided into 2 groups of 6 spaces. This mirrors the
pattern of the inscriptions perfectly. Thus it seems likely that both the inscriptions and this board
are used for the same game.
A recent discovery further solidifies that these inscriptions are game boards. Horn details
a pyrgus that was found near Froitzheim, Germany.14 By analyzing the pictures of the pyrgus it is
clear that the following is written on the backside:
PICTOS / VICTOS / HOSTIS / DELETA / LUDITE / SECURI15
This text follows the same pattern as the inscriptions found in Rome. A pyrgus is a die roller,
designed to eliminate cheating. The fact that this text is written on a pyrgus links this, and by
association, all other similarly patterned inscriptions to the act of dice rolling. This provides the
final clue to confidently claim that the inscriptions are 3 x 12 spaced game boards similar to that
found in Qustul.
It is important to establish these inscriptions as game boards because doing so
immediately increases the number of boards on which a specific game might be played.

13

Emery, Nubian Treasure, 46.
Horn, “Si per me misit,” 147.
15
Appendix B, 112.
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According to Lanciani, if one includes all boards composed of inscriptions with those following
the same pattern using geometric shapes, the total board count exceeds 100.16 This frequency
implies that the game was exceptionally well-known.
Given that the game associated with these boards was commonplace among the Romans,
it is likely that literary sources reference this game. There are three accounts that may relate. In
his Origins, Isidore describes a specific game in detail. He writes:
De figuris Aleae. Quidam autem aleatores sibi videntur physiologice per
allegoriam hanc artem exercere, et sub quadam rerum similitudine fingere… Sed
et ipsas vias senariis locis distinctas propter aetates hominum ternariis lineis
propter tempora argumentantur. Inde et tabulam ternis discriptam dicunt lineis.17
About the shape of ‘Alea’. Players seem to exercise themselves with natural
science through this allegory device, and to disguise [themselves] under a certain
likeness of things… But they even argue that these paths are marked by six spaces
because of the years of man and by three lines because of the stages. For this
reason, they say that the board is described with three lines.
Isidore claims that a game existed whose shape consisted of three lines, and these three lines
consist of six space paths. This description sounds very similar to that of the 3 x 12 game boards
found by archaeologists. Each line in the game board consists of two six-space paths, and there
are a total of three lines. Isidore claims that the name of the game for this board is Alea.
However, prior to this fragment, he writes, “De tabula. Alea, id est lusus tabulae…”18 This line
can be translated in a number of ways. In particular, “tabula” and “Alea” can be either general
terms or specific names. In the first case, it translates as: About the game ‘Tabula’. ‘Alea,’ that is
the game ‘Tabula’… and in the second case, it could be: About the board game. The gambling
game, which is played on the board… It is difficult to determine, which translation is accurate.
Schalder, however, sheds some light on the issue. He explains:
16

Lanciani, “Gambling in Rome,” 99.
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A group of closely related poems in the Latin Anthology dealing with a
boardgame played with dice is intitled “De tabula” too… and relate fairly
certainly to the game board described by Isidore... According to Greek tradition
the game is said to have been invented by Palamedes… This is what Isidore
reports, who is, however, in complete contradiction with the other sources stating
that the game was invented by and named after a certain Alea. Of particular
interest is the reference to Mucius Scaevola… For Scaevola is mentiond by
Cicero and Quitilianus as a formidable player of ludus duodecim scriptorum or
XII Scripta. Hence in light of the poems in the Latin Anthology XII Scripta and
Alea were thought to be more or less the same game…19
Through an analysis of the poems contained within the Latin Anthology, Schadler deduces that
XII Scripta and Alea are synonymous. He argues that, since the titles and descriptions provided
by the two sources are nearly identical, they must be describing the same game. Additionally,
because the Latin Anthology mentions a well-known XII Scripta player in reference to the game
being described, Schadler contends that this game must be XII Scripta, even though it is referred
to by the name Alea, which by itself is a general term. Thus it appears at one point in time that
the two names were interchangeable. This supports Austin’s claim that XII Scripta evolved into
Alea. He writes, “But these games generally develop as time passes, as is evident from the
history of Chess; and even if the game of Alea played by Claudius was really XII Scripta, it does
not follow that by Isidore’s day it remained unchanged.”20 Two important points can be gleaned
from Austin’s statement. While he recognizes that at one point Alea and XII Scripta may have
been interchangeable, he continues to say that over time this game would have evolved into two
distinct games. This seems plausible since the name XII Scripta does not appear in any texts
from late antiquity.21 Murray believes that the only difference between the two games was the
shape of the board. He states, “[Alea] A Roman modification of duodecim scripta in which the
third row of points on the board is omitted, thus shortening the track. Otherwise, the method of
19

Schadler, “XII Scripta,” 83.
Austin, “Roman Board Games II,” 77.
21
Austin, “Roman Board Games II,” 84.
20
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play remained unaltered.”22 He believes the Alea board to be a 2 x 12 board, instead of a 3 x 12
board. The reason for this change stems from the description by Agathias of a game played by
the Emperor Zeno. Every scholar agrees that this game must be the game of Alea, but as Austin
explains, “Zeno clearly used a board which had only two rows of points for the movement of
pieces; his game could not be reconstructed from a XII Scripta board.”23 Thus based on the
description of Zeno’s game, XII Scripta must have evolved to be played on a 2 x 12 board. This
produces a problem. A game that uses a 3 x 12 board cannot be the same game as that which
uses a 2 x 12 board. Without more evidence to prove the transition from one board type to
another, one cannot project the evidence from Agathias onto XII Scripta.
Fortunately, new archaeological evidence has been discovered, which proves that a
transition from a 3 x 12 board to a 2 x 12 board occurred. Schadler has discovered at least three
game boards in which a row has been removed. He explains:
These asymmetrical game boards, where one of the outer rows has been
abolished, are of extraordinary importance. They are the missing links to prove,
that there really has been a development from the 3-row-board to the 2-rowboard. But astonishingly enough not the middle row has been canceled (as Austin
1934b:203 thought), but one of the outer rows! We must accept this as fact by at
least three boards.24
According to this, Schadler has only found three examples of modified game boards.
Unfortunately, the images provided in the copy of the text accessible to me are illegible, which
makes it impossible to determine the accuracy of Schadler’s argument. However, he is not the
only scholar to suggest that such a transition occurred. Austin and Murray25 both suspect an
evolution in the game board. Schadler simply seeks to determine the specific row that was

22

Murray, History of Board-Games, 31.
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Schadler, “XII Scripta,” 89.
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removed with newfound archaeological evidence. For the purposes of this paper, it does not
matter which row was removed, only that a row had been removed. As such, I am inclined to
accept that a change did occur based upon the expertise of these scholars.
Given this, if a transition had occurred, one would expect more 2 x 12 boards to exist. If
one considers the fact that the majority of 3 x 12 game boards consist of text, as opposed to
geometric shapes, it becomes clear that it would have been very difficult to reshape a 3 x 12
board without destroying the meaning of the inscription. Instead it would have been much
simpler to ignore the third row and play with only two. I agree with Schadler that his findings
prove that the game board evolved into a 2 x 12 board even though archaeologists have not
found a significant number of 2 x 12 boards. Concordantly, both XII Scripta and Alea must be
considered together when reconstructing either due to their similar origins.
Having established that XII Scripta was played on a 3 x 12 grid, the second requirement
for game reconstruction is to determine the materials of play. These materials can be split into
two categories: player pieces and tools of movement. Player pieces are the objects used to
designate one player from the next. Like game boards, the physical properties are not important.
All that matters is that the pieces of one player are different enough from those of another to
distinguish which pieces belong to whom. Tools of movement are objects used by the players to
determine how far player pieces can travel in a single turn. Examples of such objects include
dice, coins and spinners. These are designed to inject an element of chance into the game. Since
not all games employ tools of movement, determining the tools of movement for a specific game
is a two-part process. One must first prove that such tools are used and then prove how many are
used by each player. These are the requirements for reconstructing the materials of play.

Schamber 14
There exist two primary sources for determining the player pieces: the Qustul find and
Zeno’s game. As previously mentioned, a game board was found in a tomb at Qustul. Along with
the board, additional objects were found. Emery recounts, “When we lifted the gaming board we
found beneath it the remains of a leather bag which contained fifteen ivory and fifteen ebony
pieces.”26 This appears straight forward enough. They found gaming pieces, which could clearly
be distinguished into two sets. This indicates that the game is a two-person game. Additionally,
the fact that the two sets are equal in number implies that they are complete sets. It would be odd
for both sets to lose an equal number of pieces. However, a single find is not enough to
confidently assert the number of pieces used in this game. For this reason it is necessary to
consult with Agathais’ account of Zeno’s game.
As previously stated, there is agreement among scholars that Zeno’s game corresponds to
the game of Alea, even though the exact name of the game in Agathias’ account is never given.27
Agathias describes a snapshot of the game played by Emperor Zeno. Due to the remarkable
position of the player pieces on the board coupled with an unlucky throw of the dice, Zeno was
forced into performing a terrible move, which cost him the game. Based on the dice values and
the end result, the original position of the pieces can be rebuilt. Both Austin and Schadler
provide strong arguments for why Becq de Fouquieres’ reconstruction is correct. Additionally,
this is the version accepted by Murray, Bell and Botermans.28 For this reason, I have accepted
this version as valid. An image of the reconstruction is as follows:

26

Emery, Nubian Treasure, 46.
Schadler, “XII Scripta,” 85.
28
Murray, History of Board-Games, 32; Bell, Board and Table Games, 34; Botermans, Book of
Games, 567.
27
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(Figure II.1)29
Counting the total number of player pieces equals 30—15 pieces for each player. Again, the fact
that each player has an identical number of pieces implies that each player has exactly 15 pieces.
This corresponds with the material remains found in Qustul, which provides enough proof to
confidently declare the number of player pieces to be 30 divided into two sets of 15. By
extension, this also proves that only two players can play the game at a single time.
Now that the player pieces have been determined, the method of movement must be
explained. The first step is to determine whether or not an external tool, such as dice or coins,
was used for movement. As originally stated, scholars believe that XII Scripta is of the race game
archetype. This archetype includes games such as Snakes and Ladders, Backgammon, and
Pachisi. Most scholars agree on a general definition of the archetype. For example, Murray
asserts, “Race-Games [are those] in which teams of equal size race one another along a given
track, and the first player to complete the course with his team wins. The moves are controlled
by the throws of dice or other implements of chance…”30 By definition, if XII Scripta is a race
game it must use some implement of chance for movement. Proof that XII Scripta is a race game
29
30

Austin, “Zeno’s Game,” Fig. 1, 203.
Murray, History of Board-Games, 4.
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comes from two sources: the boards themselves and an epigram from the Latin Anthology. Many
of the boards share a similar set of six letters: CIRCUS PLENUS. Translated, this means, “the
circus is full”. I have cataloged ten game boards that reference the circus. This frequency is
crucial because it connects the actions of the game with those of the circus, and the circus’s
primary feature was the chariot races. Thus the creators of the boards sought to establish a
connection between the real world experiences of the circus with the mimicry found in the game.
Admittedly, this may appear to be a stretch; however, an epigram from the Latin Anthology
entitled “De Tabula” states the following:
Discolor ancipiti sub iactu calculus adstat
Decertantque simul candidus atque rubens.
Qui quamuis parili scriptorum tramite currant,
Is capiet palmam, quem bona fata iuvant.31
Under the throw a different colored piece stands by an exposed one,
And together the white and the red fight it out.
These, however, must run through an equal path of letters,
He, whom good fortunes help, will size the palm of victory.
This epigram specifically states that the pieces must run along a specific path. The author
purposefully chose the word “currant” (they run) to evoke images of racing. This metaphor plus
the allusions embedded in the boards themselves clearly prove that this game is of the race
archetype. Given this, it must have used some implement of chance to move the pieces.
According to Agathias’s description, the Emperor Zeno rolled a 2, 6 and 5, which forced
him into a terrible position and ultimately caused him to lose the game.32 Based upon this source,
one can assert that the game of XII Scripta used dice to determine movement, and the number of
dice was three. The account from Isidore reaffirms this. He writes, “Nam tribus tesseris ludere
perhibent propter tria saeculi tempora: praesentia, praeterita, futura; quia non stant, sed
31
32

Anthologia Latina, 192.
Bell, Board and Table Games, 34.
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decurrunt.” This can be translated: For they assert to play with three dice, because there are
three stages of life: present, past, and future; because they do not stand still, but pass through
(life). He assigns an allegorical meaning to the number of dice, comparing the three dice to the
three tenses of time. Additional sources prove that dice were used as the tool of movement in XII
Scripta, but the number is contested.
Returning to the Qustul find, a set of five dice accompanied the pieces and board.33 This
reaffirms that dice were used, but five dice does not equal three. Three conclusions can be drawn
from this evidence. First, the game may have been played with exactly five dice. Second, the
board may have included extra dice in the event of losing a die. Or third, this specific player may
have had two sets of three dice, a set for each player, but one die has been lost. In modern
Backgammon, each player controls his own set of dice. Thus this third conclusion is not
unreasonable. Moreover, two of the three conclusions allow the possibility for three dice being
the number used in the game. Although no specific conclusions can be drawn from this evidence
alone, it also does not disprove a specific number.
Another commonly referenced source for proving dice count is a mural found in a tavern
in Pompeii. Clarke provides a deep analysis of the humor portrayed in the mural, but more
importantly he provides a brief description. He writes, “In scene three, two men are seated at a
table (fig. 6). The man on the left has a dice cup or fritillus in his right hand. The artist has him
saying, ‘I won’ (‘exsi’). His companion asserts: ‘It’s not three, it’s two’ (‘non / tria duas /
est’).”34 The painting pertains to this argument in two ways. First, the fact that the man holds a
dice cup again upholds the assertion that the game is played with dice. Secondly, the quote “non
tria, duas est” can imply a die count. Clarke has chosen to translate the phrase neutrally by
33
34
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simply using a pronoun: It’s not three, it’s two. However, this pronoun can refer to two things. It
could either be the value of the total roll, or the value of a single die. If it is the value of the total
roll, then the second man is claiming the first rolled either two 1’s instead of a 2 and a 1 (i.e. a
total of 2 versus 3). In this instance, there can only be two dice because the smallest value on a
die is 1, which implies that the maximum number of dice, which can roll a sum of 2, is two dice.
Alternatively, they could be arguing over the value of a single die, which says nothing about the
number of total dice being used. The only sure conclusion that can be determined from this
painting is that the pronoun does not refer to the total number of dice directly. Because the man
uses “est” (is) instead of “sunt” (are) the pronoun must be singular, and therefore it cannot be
substituted for “tesserae” (dice), which is plural. Ergo, this painting, like the Qustul find, proves
nothing concerning the number of dice required to play.
Lastly, the final evidence available for the number of dice employed in the game stems
from the name itself. XII Scripta can be translated in a number of ways; however, according to
Austin, Nonius Marcellus, in his Compendiosa Doctrina, provides the only ancient interpretation
of the name.35 Nonius writes, “Scripta, puncta tesserarum. M. Tullius in Hortensio: itaque tibi
concedo, quod in duodecim scriptis solemus, ut calculum redducas, si te alicuius dati penitet.”36
This can be translated: Letters, the points on the dice. Marcus Tullius [Cicero] in his work
‘Hortensius’ writes: and thus I concede to you, that which we are accustomed in XII Scripta, so
that you might withdraw the piece, if it you are dissatisfied with the one given. Nonius appears to
be claiming that the “scripta” in XII Scripta is a technical term for the points on a die. If this is
the case then the name implies that there exist twelve points in the game, which equates to two
dice, each with six points (the maximum value). This is the conclusion drawn by Schadler, who
35
36
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states, “If one takes Nonius seriously, one has to conclude that XII Scripta was played with the
help of two six-sided dice… and named after the highest throw. This may be taken as a
difference to Alea, which was probably played with three dice.”37 Schadler makes this claim in a
very neutral method. He says “if one takes Nonius seriously,” which implies that Schadler does
not honestly know how to interpret Nonius. Moreover, Schadler attests that Alea was played with
three dice, and believes that the two to three dice transition may be part of the evolution from XII
Scripta to Alea. However, not all scholars agree on the interpretation of Nonius’ text. Austin, for
example, argues, “I believe that Nonius thought of scripta as precisely such markings [points on
a die], either in the form of short lines (not continuous lines or tracks) or of letters, in fact as
being ‘points’ on a game board, and that this game is properly to be called ‘the game of twelve
points’.”38 Here Austin takes some liberties with the translation in order to explain how ‘points’
could relate to the spaces on the board and not the total number of points on the dice. If this is the
case, then Nonius’ explanation proves nothing about the number of dice. Other scholars, such as
Murray39 and Bell40, do not even mention Nonius’ description, claiming XII Scripta was played
with three dice. In short, this excerpt from Nonius cannot be used to prove that a specific number
of dice was used to play this game. It may lend credibility to additional proof for two dice, but
alone is insufficient.
Having examined the available evidence for the number of dice used in playing the game,
the following can be concluded. Two literary sources clearly state that three dice were used
(Agathias and Isidore). One source may support the use of two dice (Nonius), while two other
sources neither support nor contradict the use of two or three dice (Qustul find and Pompeii
37
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mural). Although the available evidence is slim, more of it points to three dice being used. In
fact, the only evidence that might contradict this is Nonius’ excerpt, but as Austin explains, this
excerpt may not relate to the dice at all. Therefore, until more evidence becomes available, one
has to deduce that XII Scripta required three dice for play.
At this point, two out of three requirements for game reconstruction have been completed
for XII Scripta. The third and final step is to reconstruct the rules of the game. It is at this point
that one must rely heavily upon the race-game archetype for reconstruction. The fact that XII
Scripta is of the race-game archetype has already been proven. Moreover, I have chosen to
accept the conclusions of scholars (Austin, Bell, Botermans, Murray, Parlett and Schadler)41 that
XII Scripta is a precursor to Backgammon. As such, I shall use Backgammon as a mode of
comparison for determining the rules of XII Scripta.
A specific action that is associated with Backgammon and all games similar to it is the
capture/block mechanic. In Backgammon, a player’s piece cannot stop and remain (rest) on a
space occupied by more than one enemy piece. This spaced is considered blocked by the
opponent. However, if a space contains only one enemy piece, if a player’s piece rests on that
space, the enemy’s piece is removed. That piece has been captured. Several sources exist, which
prove that the rules of XII Scripta contain a similar mechanic. The first source is Isidore’s
Origins. He writes:
De calculorum motu. Calculi partim ordine moventur, partim vage: ideo alios
ordinarios, alios vagos appellant; at vero qui moveri omnino non possunt, incitos
dicunt. Unde et egentes homines inciti vocantur, quibus spes ultra procedendi
nulla restat.42
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About the movement of pieces: some pieces are moved in a series, other in a
roaming: for that reason some are called “ordinarii” and others “vagi”; but
truly those which cannot be moved at all, they are called ‘inciti’. For this reason
the ‘inciti’ are called needy men, for whom there remains no hope for proceeding
beyond.
As Murray has proposed, these three classifications describe the three positions in which a single
piece can reside. The ordinarii are pieces that stand in rank (i.e. paired with another piece). Vagi
are pieces that roam (i.e. stand alone), and inciti are pieces that have no hope of moving (i.e.
blocked). These classifications clearly imply that a blocking mechanic exists, as evidenced by
the inciti label. Additionally, marking a distinction between oridnarii and vagi implies that there
is a difference between ranked pieces and single pieces. However, this excerpt does not explain
what that difference is.
Fortunately, there exists proof that two or more enemy pieces placed on the same space
block a player from moving. Analyzing Zeno’s game proves this rule. For reference, the image
of the state of Zeno’s game has been redisplayed:

(Figure II.2)43
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According to Agathias, Zeno rolled a 2, 5, and 6, which forced him into a terrible position. As
Botermans explains, “He couldn’t move his pieces from point 6 because he was blocked by
enemy pieces on points 8, 11, and 12. His piece on point 9, meanwhile, is blocked by the black
pieces on points 11, 14, and 15. As a result of these obstacles, Zeno was forced to separate the
three pairs (at 10, 19, and 20).” Thus the final result of Zeno’s moves looks like this:

(Figure II.3)44
Based on the die roll and Agathias’ assertion that this was Zeno’s only option, it is clear that the
stacked pieces (ordinarii) block an opponent’s movement. This, coupled with Isidore’s
classifications, proves that a block mechanic exists. Additionally, the fact that this role forced
Zeno into breaking up three of his pairs proves that he had to use all three dice values, even if it
forced him into a poor position.
For some reason, Zeno found this new game state problematic. He did not enjoy being
forced into separating his ordinarii. This indicates that having numerous vagi is problematic. An
analysis of epigram 192 from the Latin Anthology explains why this is a poor position. It states,
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“Discolor ancipiti sub iactu calculus adstat. Decertantque simul candidus atque rubens.”45
Translated this reads: Under the throw a different colored piece stands by an exposed one, and
together the white and the red fight it out. These lines describe two pieces fighting for a single
space. By implication, only one piece can remain after the fight. Ergo, this describes a capturing
mechanic. More importantly, the word “ancipiti” literally means exposed on two sides, which
describes a vagi piece. The ordinarii are positioned in a line, meaning that one side of each piece
rests next to at least one other friendly piece. For a piece to be “ancipiti” it would, by definition,
need to be resting in a space alone. Thus this excerpt proves not only that a capture mechanic
exists, but also that vagi are the pieces threatened by capture. In turn, this explains why Isidore
labeled the types of pieces with three different terms.
Further analysis of Zeno’s game and epigram 192 reveals additional rules of the game. In
Backgammon, dice can be combined to enable a single piece to move exceptionally far. For
example, if a player rolls a 5 and a 6, a single piece could move 11 spaces. However, a player
can perform this feat only if the piece could rest on either the fifth space or sixth space. In other
words, if a player can move a piece to an open square with one die, he can then proceed to move
the piece again with the other. Based on the position of Zeno’s game, one can prove that if XII
Scripta allows more than one die to be used on a single piece, that piece must follow the same
restriction as Backgammon. Zeno’s game proves this by contradiction. If Zeno were allowed to
combine dice without this restriction, he could have moved a piece from space 6 to space 19
without issue (6 + 2 + 5 + 6 = 19). However, this was apparently not a valid option, and therefore
this restriction must exist. Unfortunately, this holds true only if dice can be combined for
movement, and at present there does not exist any evidence for or against combining dice. The
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only additional proof is a cross-cultural comparison with Backgammon. Parlett claims, “In all
games [of the Backgammon type], each number thrown not only must be used if legally possible,
but also must be used to the full… The numbers thrown may be allocated individually to the
appropriate number of pieces or combined in the movement of one piece.”46 According to
Parlett, all games that share the Backgammon archetype use the same method of movement. All
the dice must be used, which has already been proven true for XII Scripta, and the dice can be
combined if desired. Since XII Scripta conforms to part of the movement requirement, it would
follow that it conforms to the other part as well. Moreover, Zeno’s game proves that XII Scripta
may conform to the dice combination restriction. Thus, I am confident in claiming that dice can
be combined for movement in the game even though the only available evidence is a crosscultural comparison.
Fortunately, a more concrete conclusion regarding the movement of pieces can be
determined through an analysis of epigram 192. The Latin Anthology reads, “Qui quamuis parili
scriptorum tramite currant”47 or translated: These, however, must run through an equal path of
letters. The word “parili,” meaning like or equal, indicates that the two players must travel an
equal distance around the board. Additionally, the fact that “tramite,” or path, is in the singular,
indicates that there is a single path along which both players must traverse. In other words, both
players must travel around the board in the same direction. Further proof for this rule can be
found in the design of a specific board found in Ostia. The board reads:
CCCCCC
AAAAAA
DDDDDD
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BBBBBB
AAAAAA
EEEEEE
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Austin proposed that this board demonstrates the path through which the pieces were to move.
He argues: “This, evidently a board of primitive type for the use of beginners, strongly suggests
that the direction of play followed the letters of the alphabet…”49 The path of the player pieces
follows the letters of the alphabet. This explanation appears valid. However, Schadler chooses to
contradict Austin. He explains: “But one should not be too euphoric about the game-board from
Ostia, and one should be especially cautious in generalizing the rules it seems to indicate.
Namely there are other boards marked by letters in a completely different way that might
indicate other modes of playing…”50 He believes that letters alone are not indicative of rules.
One example that Schadler leverages to support his theory is the following:
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

51

However, the pattern for this board does not appear to be nearly as directed as the one found in
Ostia. This board indicates that the creator simply repeated the letters of the alphabet with no
thought towards purpose. The Ostia board cannot have been created in a similar manner, for if it
had, the board would have looked more like this:
AAAAAA
CCCCCC
EEEEEE

BBBBBB
DDDDDD
FFFFFF

The fact that the creator of the Ostia board placed the letters in such an unusual pattern indicates
that the pattern had meaning. Plus, the direction of the board correlates to the direction of the
board described in Zeno’s game (with the addition of the middle row as previously discussed).
Likewise, this board’s pattern supports the evidence revealed in epigram 192 that players move
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in the same direction. All three points of information support Austin’s original claim. Thus, the
Ostia board must detail the path of movement.
In Backgammon, the game begins with pieces resting in specific positions around the
board. The only evidence available for the starting position of player pieces is the board from
Ostia. A peculiar characteristic of the Ostia board is that the middle row contains two six letter
blocks of As, whereas the other rows do not contain six letter blocks that share the same letter.
This may indicate that each player controls his own block of A letters, while the other blocks are
shared. Because A starts at the beginning of the alphabet, this would indicate that the A section
serves as the entrance location for each player’s pieces. This is the view supported by
Botermans.52 Yet neither Murray nor Austin gives any indication for or against this rule. Austin
simply claims, “the pieces would be entered on the middle row (marked A … A).”53 The other
alternative is that the entire A section is shared between both players. If this is the case, there
must be some reason for marking the entire row with As. This may support Austin’s movement
restrictions. He says, “Neither player could begin to advance his pieces until all were so entered
on the middle row…”54 Thus before proceeding into section B, all fifteen pieces of a given
player must be placed somewhere within section A. The only evidence to disprove either theory
is epigram 192. As previously stated, this epigram claims that the players moved their pieces
through identical paths, in which case they would share the entire middle row. For this reason,
Austin’s recreation is the most valid. It gives meaning to the pattern described by the Ostia board
and adheres to the restraints of epigram 192.
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Finally, the only facet of the game that has not been discussed is the winning condition.
In Backgammon, a player wins once they have removed all of their pieces from the board.
Additionally, they can only begin to remove pieces once all of their pieces have entered the last
six spaces. There exist two sources that describe aspects of the winning condition of XII Scripta,
which may or may not correspond to that of Backgammon. The first is the tavern painting from
Pompeii. The player, who claims to have won, shouts “Exsi,” which Clarke translates: I have
won.55 However, “exsi” literally means, I have gone out (garbled “exi” from the verb “exire”).
This word is crucial, and it cannot simply mean, I win. In fact, if one analyzes the text from the
game boards, the preferred word for winner is “victor”. Thus a more appropriate exclamation
would have been “vici” for I have won. Yet, the painter chose “exsi” instead. Clearly this word is
linked to this game in the painter’s mind. This proves that players win by going out, i.e. by
removing all game pieces from the board. Thus the winning condition for XII Scripta is identical
to Backgammon.
The second source of evidence concerning the winning condition derives from, once
again, Zeno’s game. The fact that Zeno could not move the piece resting at position 23 from the
board indicates that pieces cannot be removed from the board until after a certain point. In
Backgammon that point is when all of the player’s pieces are in the final six spaces.
Unfortunately, a specific area cannot be derived from Zeno’s game. Instead this game proves
what is not included in the exiting area. The fact the Zeno could not remove his piece from the
board plus the fact that he still had pieces in the top row of the board proves at the very least that
a piece cannot exit until all pieces are within the bottom row. Austin and Botermans56 take this a
step further, claiming that the pieces must be within the E section before exiting. Austin writes,
55
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“when one player had brought all pieces to the last six points of the board (i.e. E…E) he could
then, and then only, begin to play them off the board…”57 However, as previously stated, no
direct evidence supports this claim. Thus, using Occam’s Razor, this additional restriction must
be dropped.
With that final rule established, the evidence pertaining to XII Scripta is exhausted. No
additional rules can be produced, which means that the game has been reconstructed to its fullest.
All three properties of games have been developed and a complete listing of the rules can be
found in Appendix A.

III
XII Scripta: Misjudged and Mistreated
From a linguistic perspective, the concept of gambling in Rome is interesting. If one
looks up the word “gambling” in the Bantam New College Latin and English Dictionary, only
one word is given: alea.58 Flipping to the front of the dictionary reveals that the word alea can be
translated in several ways. It could represent gambling in a general sense or it could refer to dice,
games or risk.59 In fact, alea is the term used for all games involving chance, which, naturally,
often involved gambling. This word indicates that the Romans considered gambling to be
inextricably linked to games of chance.
If one examines the literary evidence pertaining to gambling in Rome, it becomes clear
that this form of entertainment was considered damaging to Roman society. For example in 4443 B.C. Cicero wrote many philippics against Marcus Antonius. In the thirteenth speech, he
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writes: “But you, who cannot deny you were distinguished by the same Caesar, what would you
be if he had not bestowed so much on you? … You would have wasted every day of your life in
brothels, in cookshops, in gambling, in drinking…”60 Here Cicero claims that, had Caesar not
favored Antonius, he would have remained lost in the squalor of brothels, drinking and
gambling. As is expected, the specific word that Cicero uses for gambling is alea. Cicero
considers alea to be comparable to drinking and brothels. He disdains alea; he associates it with
immoral pastimes. Near the end of the 1st century A.D. Juvenal, in his fourteenth satire, writes,
“There are many things of ill repute, friend Fuscinus,----things that would affix a lasting stain to
the brightest of lives,----which parents themselves point out and hand on to their sons. If the aged
father delights in ruinous play, his heir too gambles in his teens, and rattles the selfsame weapons
in a tiny dice-box.”61 Juvenal believes that there are several immoral acts that are transferred
from generation to generation. The first example provided by Juvenal is gambling. In fact the
Latin reads, “damnosa alea.” Not only is alea an example of the “things of ill repute”, but it is
also considered to be “damnosa,” or damaging and destructive. Finally in the Historia Augusta,
written after 284 A.D, one can see that the view towards alea did not change. In reference to the
life of Commodus, it claims, “He never showed regard for either decency or expense. He diced
in his own home. He herded together women of unusual beauty, keeping them like purchased
prostitutes in a sort of brothel for the violation of their chastity.”62 Once again the author of this
biography has linked dicing, the translator’s word for “alea,” with brothels. Alea is listed among
the examples of how Commodus disregarded decency and expense. The author considers alea to
be indecent and, like Cicero, comparable to brothels. Altogether, these three examples provide a
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glimpse into the beliefs held by the Roman aristocrats toward gambling. They believed it to be a
damaging practice, and they held that belief for centuries.
This contempt toward alea cannot solely be attributed to a righteous sense of morality.
This may have attributed to its disregard, but it was not the sole factor. Purcell believes that the
upper class’s derision toward gambling stemmed partly from social concerns. He explains,
“Moral preoccupations with luxury were in part concerned with status and social mobility. Alea
had a particularly significant contribution to make to this way of thinking: money was the most
important underpinning of status, and the game was about money, and the point of playing was
profit, lucrum.”63 The upper class’s moral concerns toward alea stemmed from social insecurity.
Money determined a person’s status in Rome, and gambling enabled people to gain or lose their
status with very little effort. This posed a threat to the stability of the Roman class structure. This
fear was not unfounded. Prucell writes:
“I won at Nuceria, playing alea, 8551/2 denarii – honestly!” This contented
graffito records the sort of windfall that could be expected—sometimes. The sum,
3,422 sestertii, would have bought the graffitist enough grain to support fifteen to
twenty adults for a year. 2,000 sestertii bought a freedman the honorific office of
the sevirate in Italian towns…64
This graffiti proves that large sums were exchanged in games of chance. In this example, the
winner received enough money to earn a freedman the title of “sevirate”. If the winner were a
freedman, he would have elevated his status over the course of a single night. Unfortunately, one
cannot determine if this actually occurred. However, Purcell notes, “Anecdotes show Augustus
dealing with sums of 20,000 and 50,000 sesterces and Nero staking 400,000, the censusqualification of the second property-class.”65 These values make it quite clear that gambling
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could have the potential to disrupt class boundaries, particularly if people of unequal status were
gambling together.
In order to protect the class structure, laws were constructed to limit acts of gambling.
Carcopino discusses in detail how these laws functioned. He writes:
Except during the Saturnalia, which Martial expressly mentions… games of
chance were forbidden under penalty of a fine fixed at four times the value of the
stakes; and a senatus consultum of uncertain date confirming the Lex Titia, the
Lex Publicia, and the Lex Cornelia renewed the prohibition of betting.66
In other words, gambling was forbidden except during the Saturnalia, and anyone caught would
have to pay a fine of four times the cost of the wager. In addition, the fact that they were renewed
indicates that these laws were either formally or informally ignored, a point that shall be
addressed at the end of this analysis. In addition, Rayment explains in more detail the specific
activities that were banned by these laws. He notes:
According to Marcianus, wagering was permitted ex lege Titia et Publicia et
Corenlia, but ex aliis, ubi pro virtute certamen non fit, it was forbidden. What this
“rivalry of prowess” was is made more explicit by Paul, who refers to a senatorial
decree banning wagers except on one’s own skill in throwing the spear or javelin,
running, jumping, wrestling, or boxing.67
In short, these laws permitted gambling in events characterized by a “rivalry of prowess” and
prohibited it everywhere else. The provided examples enable one to deduce that only those
games, which depended upon pure skill and physical prowess, could involve betting. Based upon
this information, any game classified under the term alea would have been banned for two
reasons. Firstly, alea serves as a blanket term for games of chance, and therefore these games
could not qualify as being characterized by a “rivalry of prowess.” Secondly, because alea is also
the term for gambling, it is reasonable to assume that any game characterized by this term was
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assumed to include gambling, and therefore these games would have been banned under these
laws.
Now, this explains the social and legal disposition towards alea. However, since alea is
an umbrella term, this information does not provide scholars with details of the public opinion
toward specific games. By analyzing the text, which forms the game boards of XII Scripta, it is
possible to develop a fragmentary understanding of the mindset of XII Scripta players. Combine
this with an understanding of the game rules and the geographical distribute of the game boards
and a much clearer picture is revealed. Admittedly, some Romans surely abused XII Scripta in
order to gain money, just as the aristocrats feared; however, the archeological evidence proves
that the majority of players played for fun and not for profit.
Before an analysis can even begin, it must first be proven that XII Scripta qualifies under
the category of alea, and if it does, that it involved gambling. Just because the Romans believed
that the games of alea and the act of gambling were one and the same, does not guarantee that
every game of chance involved gambling. To begin, the fact that XII Scripta relies upon dice for
movement automatically guarantees that this game fell under the dominion of alea. By nature,
dice involve chance, which is the only requirement for a game to be classified as alea. Secondly,
an analysis of the game boards reveals that players did indeed gamble over the game. For
example, a board from Rome reads, “SEVERE FURARE / QUERES LUDERE / NONVIS
VENARI”68 (Severus, you seek to steal. You do not wish to play but to hunt.) This board
addresses a specific player, Severus. This man apparently played the game not for fun but for
profit, hence the usage of “furare” (to steal). Surely in order for Severus to steal money from
another person, the two players must be betting on the results of the game, and, therefore,
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gambling. A second example reads, “SIQUIS HABENS / NUMMOS VENIES / EXIBIS
INANIS”69 (Anybody, if you come holding money and you will leave empty.) In this epigram the
board makes a proclamation to whomever might attempt to play, warning this next player, as
indicated by the use of the second person in “venies” and “exibis,” that if he comes to the game
with money, he will lose it. This board, then, indicates that it was possible to lose money while
playing the game, which in turn implies that the players were gambling. Finally, a third board
claims, “SPERNE LUCRUM / VERSAT MENTES / INSANA CUPIDO”70 (Reject profit!
Insane greed manipulates minds.) Here the epigram serves as a maxim cautioning the players
against greed. The fact that this maxim comes from a game board automatically establishes a
connection between the game and the saying. Thus, there exists a connection between greed,
profit and the game. The only way to make a profit from a game is to bet on the game. Indeed
this key word, “lucrum,” implies that players were gambling. These three examples provide
ample evidence that Romans gambled over XII Scripta.
Unfortunately, this analysis provides only a general reading of these three texts. Not only
do they prove that XII Scripta involved gambling, but they also prove that some players played
for the purpose of gaining money. This is to be expected. One cannot make a blanket statement
about all players. With any theory there is bound to be deviations. However, a closer analysis of
these three boards reveals that even though some players may have been greedy, these boards
seek to dissuade such people from playing. The first board appears to playfully rebuke Severus.
The word “furare” (to steal) has a negative connotation. Stealing cannot be a positive action,
which implies that Severus was playing in a manner contrary to the common practice. How does
he deviate? The word “venari” (to hunt) provides the answer. The act of hunting implies a
69
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targeted attack. This means that Severus sought players whom he knew he could beat in order to
gain their money. Based upon the connotation of “furare” this practice was not respected among
the gaming community. Therefore, this board proves both that some people played for money
and that the gamming community did not support such players.
The second and third boards are much more direct in their denouncement of profit. The
third specifically claims that profit should be avoided, while the second warns players that
playing will result in a loss of money. This could serve two purposes. It could either be sincere,
or it could serve as an enticement, inciting players to try their luck. A fourth board upholds the
sincerity of the second. It reads, “LUDITE SECURI / QUIBUS AESEST /
SEMPER INARCA” (You, for whom the money is always in the money box, play secure.)71 In
this statement, the board describes a player who chooses not to wager on the game. This player
can play safely, knowing his money is not at risk. Furthermore, this board proves that not all
players gambled while playing. Some people chose to play with their money “in arca” (in the
money box). Some people chose to play for a reason other than profit.
I have collected 118 game boards for this analysis and divided them into eight categories
based upon the underlying theme of the board’s message. The theme that contains the largest
percentage of boards (34%) is the taunt category. All of these boards mock the losing player. For
example, a board from Ostia reads, “IDIOTA RECEDE / LUDERE NESCIS / VICTUS
LEBATE” (Idiot, withdraw. You don't know how to play. Loser, get up.)72 This board taunts the
loser, calling him an idiot and telling him to leave. Of the 41 boards associated with this
category, 28 of them follow the same pattern. They include one or more of the following verbs:
“surgere” (to rise), “levare” (to stand) and “recedere” (to withdraw) mixed with either the
71
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participle “victus” (the conquered one) or the phrase “nescis ludere” (you don’t know how to
play). In short, all of these boards order the loser to leave. Although humorous, this common
theme raises an interesting question. Why would a player wishing to win money create a board
that drives losers away? Would it not be more profitable to play the loser again to extract more
money from him? In a previous board, a specific player, Severus, was mocked for hunting
players for their money, and these boards provide the reason. Winners were not expected to play
losers repeatedly for the sake of profit. Instead these boards indicate that the loser was expected
to leave and permit someone else to play. In fact, one board in particular describes the type of
player that should fill the loser’s place. Unfortunately, it is only a partial board, but it states,
“NESCIS LUDERE / DADOCT OLOCUM / ****** ******” (You don't know how to play.
Make space for the skilled.)73 As this board explains, not just any player is expected to fill the
loser’s seat: it is reserved for a skilled player. This cannot be the desire of a person motivated by
monetary gain. To replace the loser with a better player makes it that much more difficult for the
winner to win again. In fact, this reveals that the proper reason for playing was not monetary. It
was to test and improve one’s skill.
Another common theme supports this theory. Eleven boards contain references to playing
with friends. For example, one such board urges, “TABULA DOCTUS / SEMPER LUDERE /
SUADET AMICOS” (The skillful player always urges friends to play on the board.)74 This
board, and others like it, illustrate that friends often chose to play together. If the goal of the
game were to profit from the loser, it would be strange to encourage friends to play together.
Surely this would quickly end the friendship. Instead these boards indicate that the game served
as a social tool. It provided friends with an opportunity to enjoy each other’s company. Friends
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played together to improve their skill, not to earn money. However, this focus on skill over
monetary gain did not preclude the possibility for heated competition. As one board states,
“SEMPER INHANC / TABULA HILARE / LUDAMU SAMICI” (Friends, let's always play
cheerfully on this board.)75 Although the board asks the friends to play cheerfully together, the
subjunctive of “ludamus” (let us play) indicates that this may not always have been the case.
However, even though this board suggests that some friction may have developed between
friends as a result of the game, none of the boards explicitly make such a claim. All of the boards
containing references to friends have a positive tone, which indicates that players enjoyed a
positive experience while playing this game. This experience results from not purposefully
seeking to profit from XII Scripta.
Out of all of the game boards, which I have collected, only one of them references money
in a positive manner. This board reads, “LUSURI NUMMOS / ANIMOS

QUOQUE /

PONERE DEBENT” (They ought to put aside money and confidences for the player.)76 At first
glance, this board appears to be encouraging the players to bet on the game. “Nummos” (money)
and “animos” (confidence) are given to the player. However, it is not the players, who are betting
on the match, but other people. The verb “debent” (they should) is in the third person plural,
which means that there are multiple people betting. Also note that the noun “lusori” (player) is
singular, which means these bets are on a single person. These people cannot be the two people
playing the game because both players would not wager on the same person. Presumably they
would bet on themselves. Therefore, the only board to encourage gambling does so not on behalf
of the players but on behalf of the spectators. It is possible that the players, themselves, did not
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even gamble. It is impossible to say; however, it is clear that if they did, gambling was not
always the motivation for playing.
It is not difficult to imagine other people placing wagers on their favorite players. In fact
this fits the game quite well. After all, XII Scripta is of the race game archetype, which
immediately links it to the Roman Circus. Additionally, ten game boards contain the word
“circus” in their text. An example of this word in use can be found in a board from Rome. It
reads, “CIRCUS PLENUS / CLAMOR INGENS / IANUAE TENSAE” (The circus is full, the
noise immense, and the doors strained.)77 This board and those like it describe the setting of the
Circus, as if trying to evoke a sense of being at the Circus. In fact, one board solidifies this link.
It says, “TABULA CIRCUS / BICTUS RECEDE / LUDERE NESCIS” (The board is a circus.
Having lost, withdraw. You don't know how to play!)78 This board follows the same archetype as
the other taunting boards, but it differs in that it specifically states that the board is the circus.
This connection is crucial because it explains why the Romans often gambled over XII Scripta.
The Circus, being a game of skill, did not fall under the gambling ban. As such, Romans
gambled thousands of sesterces on the outcome of these games. Gambling imbued the
charioteers with a monetary value. The best charioteers were praised because they earned people
money. As Carcopino explains, “But the passionate devotion which they [charioteers] inspired in
the people was fed also from more tainted sources. It was related to the passion for gambling for
which the race course gave the opportunity and the charioteers were the masters.”79 The
charioteers were the masters of the crowds, in that their skill determined whether the gambler
won money or not. In the game of XII Scripta, the player assumes the role of the charioteers as
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he moves his pieces around the board. In addition, the player, as well as spectators, assumes the
role of the gambler by betting on himself, just as he would bet on his favorite charioteer in the
real circus. Players gambled on XII Scripta because people gambled on the circus. The entire
game is a form of role-playing. Once again, proof of this can be found in the boards. A board
found at Rome reads, “EUGENE EUGENI DECIES MILIES FACIAS BENETO” (Good
spirit, good spirits. May you make 10,000 sesterces for the Blue player.)80 This board serves as a
prayer to the gods to aid the player in winning. There are several boards that acknowledge that
winning relies on luck; however, this board is unique. It specifically uses the word “beneto,”
which, translated, means blue. According to Carcopino, there were four different factions in the
Circus, each designated by a specific color. He writes, “On the one hand were the Whites (factio
albata) and the Greens (factio prasina), and on the other the Blues (factio veneta) and the Reds
(factio russata).”81 The specific word that Carcopino uses to describe the blue faction is “factio
veneta.” The word “veneta” (blue) is the same adjective used in the game board, but in the game
board it is in the masculine case instead of the feminine. This is because the adjective in the
game board refers to the player, who is assumed to be male, instead of the specific faction. This
word proves that at least one of the two players playing on this board assumes the role of a
charioteer under the Blue faction. He calls to the gods in order to win the money that he has
placed on his own name. The entire game is mimicry of the actual Circus, and in order to
immerse oneself in this mimicry, players often gambled.
It appears that the ruling class misjudged the motives of the players. Based solely upon
the messages presented by the game boards, the laws against gambling appear unjustified. These
boards reveal that there were more people playing this game in order to prove and improve their
80
81
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skill than those playing to earn a profit. However, this is an incomplete picture. Relying solely
upon the game boards to determine the social context in which this game was played is biased
toward the player. Other factors must be considered before any conclusions can be made.

IV
XII Scripta: Revealing Social Milieu
Unfortunately, it is incredibly difficult to date the creation of XII Scripta boards. As such,
this paper has relied solely upon a thematic analysis to determine the motivation for gambling.
There are two facts, which can be used to provide a chronological frame for the development of
player behavior, and they do not come from the text of the boards, but rather from their location
and the evolution of the game’s rules. As previously discussed XII Scripta was banned because it
was a form of alea. However, an analysis of the board locations reveals that this game was
played in public locations. For example, six game boards were discovered in the streets of
Rome.82 Granted streets may not be the most visible public location; however, additional boards
have been discovered in more noteworthy locales. One was discovered at the forum in Dougga,
Tunisia;83 another at the forum in Timgad, Algeria.84 Three were found at the Basilica Julia, in
the Forum Romanum.85 And finally, one board was engraved in the pavement of the Baths of
Antoninius in Rome.86 All of these locations sustained heavy traffic, which would make it very
difficult to play inconspicuously.
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Clearly, at some point in time people felt comfortable playing the game in public.
Perhaps these boards were created during the Saturnalia, a festival during which the ban was
lifted.87 This explanation proves problematic. The Saturnalia occurred only once a year, and it
only lasted for a week.88 If officials were serious about enforcing the gambling ban, they would
not have allowed game boards to be permanently engraved in the stone. Additionally, the players
probably would not have expended such effort on creating the engravings if they could only play
for a few days a year. After all, such elaborate boards were not required for playing the game.
Any temporary solution would have sufficed. The permanency of the boards proves that the
players played the games much more frequently than the Saturnalia permitted.
The locations of the boards along with their permanency prove that at some point in time
people had the freedom to play XII Scripta frequently and without fear of repercussions. This
could be proof that the gambling ban had been ignored or dropped entirely. An analysis of
Justinian’s Digest reveals when these laps occurred. Digest XI.V deals with the laws regarding
aleatores. There are three names listed as the originators of these laws: Ulpian, Paulus and
Marcianus. Ulpian was assassinated in 223 A.D.,89 and Paulus and Marcianus90 were his
contemporaries. Based upon this information, it is clear that these excerpts were created in the
early 3rd century A.D. However, these authors were not the originators of these laws. They
simply provided commentary on the actual laws. In fact, the section attributed to Marcianus
names the laws from which his commentary originates. He provides three specific laws: Lex
Publicia, Lex Cornelia and Lex Titia,91 which can be dated to 339 B.C., 67 B.C. and 31 B.C.
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respectively.92 Moreover, the section from Paulus indicates that these laws were reaffirmed by a
senatus consultum of an unknown date.93 Based upon these references, two facts can be
determined. First, by 31 B.C. there existed three laws, which banned gambling. Second, by 223
A.D. these original three laws had been renewed. Like the permanency of the game boards, these
dates indicate that there existed a period of time in which the gambling ban was ignored or
dropped, and this laps occurred between 31 B.C. and 223 A.D.
Although it cannot be proven, it is possible that this sequence of creation, lapse and
renewal indicates a behavioral change in the way in which gambling was perceived by the
Romans. If this is true it may help to explain the discrepancy between the literary view toward
gambling and the view projected by the game boards. As I have already demonstrated, the
creators of the game boards originally gambled in order to more accurately reenact the setting of
the Circus, which the game sought to imitate, whereas the literary sources project a moral
rejection of gambling grounded in fear of social disruption. If the majority of the game’s players
agreed with the attitude projected by the game boards, then attitude of the social elite appears
unjustified. In fact, the lapse in enforcement as indicated by the location of the game boards
appears to support this claim. However, since the gambling ban was renewed, the social elite
must have felt threatened once again. Surely there exists some evidence to explain this renewal.
As explained in Section II, there is evidence to suggest that XII Scripta was not a static
game, but rather it evolved over time. More specifically, by the time of Emperor Zeno (ca. 425491 A.D.) the number of rows decreased from three to two. This change may reflect a shift in
attitude of the players toward gambling. A three-row game, by nature, lasts longer than a tworow game. Eliminating a row allows players to play more games within a single time span. More
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games enable players to wage more money. This could indicate that players had begun to play
XII Scripta for profit, which would justify the fears of the aristocracy and, in turn, explain the
renewal of the gambling ban.
Granted, this final conclusion is pure conjecture. The evidence is slim, and unfortunately,
there does not exist any neutral literary representation of XII Scripta until the time of Isidore, 6th
century A.D., which is several centuries after the ban had been renewed. Therefore, the only
evidence to explain the behavior of the players resides in the boards themselves, which point to
the conclusion provided. It is for this reason that XII Scripta should be researched more
thoroughly by scholars more qualified than I. Perhaps if approximate dates for the creation of
each game board could be determined, then it may be possible to more firmly establish XII
Scripta’s position within the timeline of the laws, which, in turn, may strengthen the results of
my analysis. This hypothesis exemplifies one of the many mysteries of this game, which should
be explored more thoroughly. Such a task will remain for one more capable than I, but for now I
shall be content with the conclusions of this paper, and I can only hope that they might contribute
to the endeavors of future scholars.
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Appendix A
Rules of XII Scripta
PLAYERS
Two
EQUIPMENT
Fifteen pieces for player 1
Fifteen pieces for player 2
Three six-sided dice
One 3 x 12 game board

Example Board:
CCCCCC BBBBBB
AAAAAA AAAAAA
DDDDDD EEEEEE

GOAL
Be the first player to move all of one’s pieces from the start to the finish.
RULES
1. Each player begins the game with all of his fifteen pieces off of the board. These pieces
enter the board from the left side of the A row and travel to the right. Pieces cannot leave
the A row until all fifteen have entered the board.
2. Once all of a player’s pieces have entered the A row, that player can begin to move pieces
into the remainder of the board, following the path: A -> B -> C -> D -> E.
3. A player’s pieces cannot be removed from the board until all of his pieces have entered
the third row (D -> E). The first player to remove all of his pieces wins.
4. If two or more pieces from the same player are resting on a space, the other player cannot
rest his pieces on that space. There is no limit to the number of pieces that can be piled in
this manner.
5. If a single piece rests on a space and a piece from the other player moves and rests on the
same space, the original piece is removed. That piece then must be entered back in row A.
6. Players alternate turns by rolling the three dice. The values scored can be used
individually or in combination, but not divided. In addition, if the values are used in
combination, the piece must be able to rest on each space marked by the die. Ex: If a
player rolls a 4, 5 and 6, he can choose to move a single piece 15 spaces (4 + 5 + 6)
provided that this piece could rest after consuming each die value. Alternatively, the
player could move one piece 4 spaces, another 5 and a third 6. Or he could mix these two
options. However he cannot divide the sum and move one piece 8 spaces and another 7.
7. All of the dice must be used during each turn if possible.
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Appendix B
List of Known Boards
Id
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

Latin Text
......
......
PROSIO
......
BELOCI
DICCTE
EUGENE
DECIES
FACIAS
FATISE
NISDIS
SQUEAE
INCIPE
......
......
LUDITE
QUIBUS
SEMPER

......
......
VICTOR
......
LUSORI
IAUDES
EUGENI
MILIES
BENETO

Translation

Location Theme

References

...... ...... ...... the winner Rome
...... for Prosius.

Applause Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.

...... ...... speak praises
to the quick player.

Applause Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 235.

Rome,
Catacombs

Good spirit, good
Rome
spirits. May you make
10,000 sesterces for the
Blue [player].
To the everlasting fates, Unknown
fortunes, gods and
goddesses.
Begin to play ...... ...... Rome
...... ......

Applause Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 57.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.

TFORTU
Applause Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 39.
DAEABU
TERNIS
LUDERE
Applause Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.
......
......
SECURI You, for whom the
Saying of the Applause Anthologia Latina, 499.
AESEST money is always in the Twelve
Balsdon, Life and Leisure, 158.
INARCA money box, play secure. Philosophers
Horn, "Si per me misit", 154.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 22.
PATRON USSTHE Stefanus, patron and
Rome
Applause Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
FANUSC APITAN chief, has recovered.
EUSREP ARAVET
SEMPER VINCAS May you always win,
Rome, Via
Applause Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 8.
ESUCHI OMNIUM Hesychius, the best
Nomentana
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.
LUSOR OPTIMUS player of all.
Catacombs
TABULA DOCTIS To those skilled with the Rome, Callisto Applause Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 49.
BELOCI LUSORI game: speak praises to Catacombs
DICITE LAUDES the quick player.
VELOCI LUROSI Romans be quite! Speak Rome, Callisto Applause Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
LAUDES PACATE praises to the quick
Catacombs
DICITE ROMANI winner.
VELOCI LUSORI Speak praises to the
Rome, St.
Applause Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 22.
DICITE LAUDES quick player!
Agnes Garden
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 235.
...... ......
VICTOR VINCAS Victor, you might win. Rome
Applause Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 9.
NABIGE SFELIX You might sail lucky.
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 209.
SALBUS REDEAS You might return safely.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 233.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 21.
CIRCUS MAGNUS The circus is great. May Rome
Circus Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.
VINCAS ...... you win ...... ...... ......
...... ......
CIRCUS PLANES The circus is full. The Unknown
Circus Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.
GLAMOUR INGENS noise is immense.
CIRCUS PLENUS The circus is full, the
Rome, Via
Circus Austin, "Roman Game-Board", 252.
CLAMOR INGENS noise immense, and the Portuense
Balsdon, Life and Leisure, 158.
IANUAE TENSAE doors strained.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 237.
Ihm, "Zu den Romischen", 260.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
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16 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
LIBERO
17 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
......
18 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
......
19 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
EUGENI
20 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
FILORO
U
21 CIRCUS
CLAMOR
GAUDIA
22 TABULA
BICTUS
LUDERE

PLENUS
INGENS
AUREOS
PLENUS
MAGNUS
......
PLENUS
MAGNUS
....US
PLENUS
MAGNUS
VINCAS
PLENUS
MAGNUS
MUMORT
PLENUS
POPULI
CIVIUM
CIRCUS
RECEDE
NESCIS

The circus is full, the
Rome, Palatine Circus
noise immense. I get rid Hill
of my gold.
The circus is full, the
Rome
Circus
noise immense ...... ......

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 64.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.

The circus is full, the
Rome, Via
noise immense. ...... ...... Porteunse

Circus

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 237.

The circus is full, the
noise immense. Good
spirit, may you win!
The circus is full, the
noise immense. There is
a rustle of friends.

Rome,
Catacombs

Circus

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 62.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.

Rome,
Praetextatus
Catacombs

Circus

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 237.

23 ......
DULCIS
SEMPER
24 CREBER
TAETER
......
25 DICITE
LUDITE
VIVITE
26 DOMINE
ILARIS
LUDERE
27 FLECTE
ANIMOS
LUDERE
28 INVIDA
IUBENT
LUDERE

There is a full circus, a Monteleone, Circus
shout of the people, and Sabine Distric
joys of the citizens.
The board is a circus. Rome, Via
Circus
Having lost, withdraw. Ardeatina
You don't know how to Catacombs
play!
...... The sweet game board Unknown
Maxims
TABULA ...... always ...... friends.
AMICOS
CREPER This path is crowded, Rome, Basilica Maxims
OCITER doubtful, repulsive ...... Julia
...... ......
INFORO Speak in the forum, play Tunisia,
Maxims
INDOMO in the home, live in the Testour
INAGRO field.
FRATER Cheerful master
Rome, St.
Maxims
SEMPER brother, always play the Agnes
TABULA game.
Catacombs
TRUCES Turn away wild minds, Saying of the Maxims
UTVERE so that you can play
Twelve
POSSIS truly.
Philosophers
PUNCTA Envious dice order the Algeria,
Maxims
FELICE skilled player to play
Rusicade
DOCTUM with luck.

29 LIVIDE
ALIENU
QUODTU
30 LUDERE
VICTOR
SEMPER
31 LUDERE
VICTOR
SEMPER

CUPIES
PERDES
TOLLIS
TABULA
MULCET
AMICOS
TABULA
SUADET
AMICIS

32 LUSORI
SEMPER
EXITUS

CUPIDO
GRAVIS
INSTAT

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 237.

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.
Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 56.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.
Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 38.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 45.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 36.

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.

Anthologia Latina, 505.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 70.
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 145.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 232.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 23.
Jealous desire, you will Tunisia,
Maxims Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 5.
ruin that strange thing, Dougga Forum
Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 37.
which you support.
The winner should
Rome, Callisto Maxims Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 42.
always beat friends into Catacombs
playing on the board.
The winner suggests
Rome, Callisto Maxims Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 216.
that one always plays Catacombs
on the board with
friends.
A serious departure is Saying of the Maxims Anthologia Latina, 501.
always close to a
Twelve
Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 32.
greedy player.
Philosophers
Austin, "Roman Game-Board", 252.
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33 LUSURI
ANIMOS
PONERE
34 NULLUS
POTEST
LUDERE
35 PONITE
BELLUM
IRAQUE
36 SANCTA
PAXEST
DESINE
37 SEMPER
TABULA
LUDAMU
38 SPERNE
VERSAT
INSANA

NUMMOS
QUOQUE
DEBENT
UBIQUE
FELICI
DEXTRA
MATURE
PRECOR
CESSET
PROBIS
IRASCI
VICTUS
INHANC
HILARE
SAMICI
LUCRUM
MENTES
CUPIDO

They ought to put aside Saying of the Maxims
money and confidences Twelve
for the player.
Philosophers
No one can play
Saying of the Maxims
everywhere with a lucky Twelve
right hand.
Philosophers
Put aside the war early, Saying of the Maxims
I pray. Let the anger
Twelve
cease.
Philosophers
Good people have
Saying of the Maxims
sacred peace. Loser
Twelve
cease to be angry.
Philosophers
Friends, let's always
Rome, Palatine Maxims
play cheerfully on this Hill
board.
Reject profit! Insane
Saying of the Maxims
greed manipulates
Twelve
minds.
Philosophers

39 SUADET
SEMPER
......
40 TABULA
SEMPER
AMICIS
41 TABULA
SEMPER
SUADET
42 TABULA
SUADET
SEMPER
43 TABULA
SUADET
SEMPER
44 VICTOR
VICTUS
VICTOR
45 VINCER
SENSUS
TABULA

LUDERE
AMICOS
......
DOCTUS
SUADES
LUDERE
DOCTUS
LUDERE
AMICOS
DOCTUS
LUDERE
AMICIS
DULCIS
LUDERE
AMICOS
CANTAT
CLAMAT
GAUDET
EFATUM
DOCUIT
LUDERE

May [he] always urge
friends to play.

46 VINCER
SENSUS
TABULA
47 ......
TURDOS
TABULA

EFATUS
DOCUIT
LUDERE
......
CAPTAT
DOCTUS

48 AUCEPS
MERULU
TURDUS

CAPTAT
CANTAT
STUPET

49 AUCEPS

CAPTAT

Rome, St.
Agnes
Catacombs
Skillful man, you always Rome, Callisto
suggest to play on the Catacombs
board with friends.
The skillful player
Rome, St.
always urges friends to Cecilia
play on the board.
The skillful suggest to Unknown
always play on the
board with friends.
It is suggested that
Rome, St.
friends always play the Ponziano
game kindly.
Catacombs
The winner sings; the Tunisia, Zama
loser cries, while
Regia
winner rejoices.
On the board, sense
Rome, Vatican
teaches how to play,
Gallery
and fate teaches how to
win.
Fate teaches how to win Unknown
the game, sense how to
play.
...... ...... the skilled
Italy, Salerno
player catches
songbirds on the game
board
The bird catcher makes Unknown
a catch; the blackbird
sings and the songbird
is stunned.
The bird catcher makes Baiae, Tavern

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Anthologia Latina, 497.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Anthologia Latina, 503.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 23.
Anthologia Latina, 506.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 22.
Anthologia Latina, 502.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 70.
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 208.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Anthologia Latina, 495.
Balsdon, Life and Leisure, 158.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 230.
Kowalski, "Ancient Board Games", 15.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 22.
Maxims Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 236.

Maxims Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 72.

Maxims Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 35.

Maxims Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 70.

Maxims Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 18.

Maxims Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 36.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
Maxims Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 5.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 23.

Maxims Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 211.

Nature

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 232.

Nature

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 35.

Nature

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 7.
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TURDUS
CAPTUS
50 LITORE
FELICI
CAPERE
51 SADPAI
MERULA
ANCEPS
52 TURDUS
MERULA
AUCEPS
53 ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
54 ABCDEF
NOPQRS
ABCDEF
55 ABCDEF
NOPQRS
TATPUO
56 ABEMUS
PULLUM
PERNAM

STUPET a catch; the bird is
CLAMAT stunned. Once caught, it
shouts.
BAIANO On the shore of Baiae, Rome, Scuola
KALAMO catch fish with a lucky Agraria
PISCES rod.
Catacombs
STUPID A tasty blackbird sings Unknown
CANTAT foolishly; the fowler
ACPTAT catches it!
STUPET The songbird is
Rome
CANTAT stunned, the black bird
CAPTAT sings, and the fowler
catches [them both].
ABCDEF
Rome, S.
ABCDEF
Lorenzo
ABCDEF
Catacombs
GHIKLM
Rome, Via
TVXYZ.
Alessandrina
GHIKLM
GHXKLM
Madaurus,
TVXYAE
Algeria
LATONE
INCENA We have chicken, fish, Rome, Via
PISCEM ham and peacock for
Volturno near
PAONEM dinner.
the Praetorian
camp. A
Roman tavern
"sign".

Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.

Nature

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 54.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 17.

Nature

Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 209.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 34.

Nature

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 71.
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 212.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 233.

Other

Purcell, "Literate Games", 34.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 85.

Other

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 12.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 34.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 85.
Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 36.

Other
Other

57 CCCCCC
AAAAAA
DDDDDD

BBBBBB
AAAAAA
EEEEEE

58 LABARI
LUDERE
OCCEST
59 VENARI
LUDERE
OCCEST

VENARI
RIDERE
VIVERE
LAVARI
RIDERE
VIVERE

To bathe, to hunt, to
laugh, to play: this is
how to live.
To hunt, to bathe, to
play, to laugh: this is
[what it is] to live.

Algeria,
Other
Timgad Forum

60 APOLLO
LIBERO
CERERI
61 CASTOR
SIRICE
62 CRISTE

GENIUS
PATRIO
CASTAE
POLLUX
VALETE
TIBIET

The spirit of Apollo, for
the Liber Pater and
chaste Ceres
Castor, Pollux, witch
goodbye!
Christ, and to you...

Mactar

63 PATRIA

Ostia

Algeria,
Timgad

Other

Balsdon, Life and Leisure, 158.
Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 73.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
Kowalski, "Ancient Board Games", 15.
Lanciani, "Gambling in Rome", 97.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.
Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 33.
Austin, "Roman Game-Board", 251.
Bell, The Boardgame Book, 84.
Botermans, The Book of Games, 290.
Murray, History of Board-Games, 31.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 34.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 90.
Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 6.

Other

Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 31.
Bell, Board and Table Games, 32.
Bell, The Boardgame Book, 84.
Botermans, The Book of Games, 288.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
Murray, History of Board-Games, 30.
Purcell, "Imperial Gaming-Boards", 91.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.
Religious Purcell, "Literate Games", 23.

Rome, Callisto Religious Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 66.
Catacombs
Rome, St.
Religious Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 10.
Sebastiano
SANCTA Sacred homeland, make Tunisia,
Religious Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 37.
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FACIAS
SALVOS
64 PATRIS
SERVUS
EXIVIT
65 VAL...
CASTOR
POLLUX
66 ......
......
VICTUS
67 ......
LUDERE
DALUSO
68 AUDACE
LUDERE
REVOCA
69 BICTUS
......
......
70 BICUTS
DALUSO
.NIAMA
71 CRESCO
GAUDEO
INVEDE
72 DALUSO
LUDERE
IDIOTA

73 DALUSO
LUDERE
VICTUS
74 EIAPUE
LEBATE
DALUSO
75 FRAUDE
GRAVES
CEDITE
76 IDIOTA
DALUSO
.DEO..
77 IDIOTA
NESCIS
LEVATE
78 IDIOTA
LUDERE
DALUSO

UTMEOS
VIDEAM
ETFILI
PLENUS
ARATOR

sure that I might see my
people be safe.
The servant, a
ploughman, full of the
father and son, left.

Thuburo Maius

Purcell, "Literate Games", 26.

Mauretania, A Religious Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 233.
Spring
Purcell, "Literate Games", 19.
(Algeria or
Morocco)
...... ...... ...... Castor, witch, Unknown
Religious Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 216.
SIRICE and Pollux ...... ......
......
...... ...... ...... ...... ...... loser, Rome,
Taunts Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.
...... you rise.
Catacombs
SURGES
...... ...... ...... You don't know Rome, Via
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 213.
NESCIS how to play. Make
Ardeatina
RILOCU space for a player.
Catacombs
LUSORE He does not know how Rome
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 215.
NESCIT to play with a bold
REQUIRE player. Step back and
look elsewhere!
RECHDE Loser, withdraw! ...... Unknown
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 214.
...... ...... ...... ......
......
LEBATE Loser, stand up. Make Rome
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 214.
RILOCU space for a player. ......
...... ......
CREPAS I progress and you
Rome
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 215.
PLORAS complain; I rejoice and
Purcell, "Literate Games", 23.
MORERE you cry. Envious one,
die!
RILOCU Make space for a
Rome,
Taunts Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 16.
NESCIS player. You don't know Mausoleum of
RECEDE how to play. Idiot,
Augustus in
withdraw!
the Campus
Martius
RILOCU Make space for a
Rome, Via
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 213.
NESCIS player. You don't know Clodia
RECERE how to play. Loser
withdraw!
RSURGE Quick boy! Rise, get up. Rome
Taunts Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 69.
VICTUS Loser make space for a
RILOCU player.
CARETE Be without deception, Saying of the Taunts Anthologia Latina, 496.
IGNARI you troublesome
Twelve
Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 5.
DOCTIS amateurs, and yield to Philosophers
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
the skilled.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 35.
LEVATE Idiot, stand up! Make Rome,
Taunts Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 212.
RILOCU space for a player! ...... Catacombs
...... ......
LUDERE Idiot, you don't know
Rome, Priscilla Taunts Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.
VICTUS how to play. Loser, get Property
DALOCU up. Make space.
RECEDE Idiot, withdraw! You
Between
Taunts Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 16.
NESCIS don't know how to play. Monte
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 145.
RILOCU Make space for a
Compatri and
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 213.
player.
Monte Porzio
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.
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79 IDIOTA
LUDERE
VICTUS
80 INICIO
EGOSUM
ADDITA
81 IRASCI
MINIME
OPTIME
82 LEVADE
NESCIS
RILOCU

RECEDE
NESCIS
LEBATE
FURIAS
TRIBUS
QUARTA
VICTOS
PLACET
FRATER
LUDERE
DALUSO
RECEDE

83 LEVATE
LUDERE
IDIOTA

Idiot, withdraw. You
don't know how to play.
Loser, get up.
I inspire the Furies and
am added as a fourth to
the three.
It is hardly suitable for
losers to be angry, best
brother.
Stand! You don't know
how to play. Make
space for a player.
Withdraw!
DALOCU Stand up, make space.
NESCIS You don't know how to
RECEDE play. Idiot, withdraw.

84 LEVATE
NESCIS
RILOCU
85 LUDERE
IDIOTA
......
86 LUDERE
PERDIS
VINCIS

LUDERE
DALUSO
RECEDE
NESCIS
RECEDE
......
NESCIS
PLORAS
GAUDES

87 NESCIS
DADOCT
......
88 NULLAM
PARTEM
LUDERE

LUDERE
OLOCUM
......
TENERE
QUERIS
NESCIS

89 SEVERE
QUERES
NONVIS
90 SIQUIS
NUMMOS
EXIBIS
91 SITIBI
LAFAVE
STUDIO
92 VICTOR
PULLIS
LUDERE
93 VICTOR
VICTUS
LUDERE

FURARE
LUDERE
VENARI
HABENS
VENIES
INANIS
TESSEL
TEGOTE
VINCAM
FACIES
SEMPER
NESCIS
IPALMA
SURGAT
NESCIT

Get up! You don't know
how to play. Give space
for a player. Withdraw!
You don't know how to
play. Idiot, withdraw!
...... ......
You don't know how to
play. If you lose, you
cry; if you win, you
rejoice.
You don't know how to
play. Make space for
the skilled.
You complain that you
don't have any move
[because] you don't
know how to play!
Severus, you seek to
steal. You do not wish
to play but to hunt.
Anybody, If you come
holding money and you
will leave empty.
If the die favors you, I
will beat you with skill.

(two Italian
towns) in the
Alban Hills
Ostia

Taunts

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.

Saying of the Taunts
Twelve
Philosophers
Saying of the Taunts
Twelve
Philosophers
Rome
Taunts

Anthologia Latina, 504.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 27.
Anthologia Latina, 498.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.

Rome, Latium Taunts

Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 31.
Austin, "Roman Game-Board", 252.
Bell, Board and Table Games, 32.
Botermans, The Book of Games, 288.
Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 16.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.
Kowalski, "Ancient Board Games", 15.
Lanciani, "Gambling in Rome", 98.

Maybe in
Taunts
Praetorian
camp barracks.
Albano Lazio, Taunts
South West of
Rome
Rome, Baths Taunts
of Antoninius

Germany,
Trier

Taunts

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.

Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 213.

Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 215.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 41.

Libya, Leptis Taunts
Magna

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 33.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 28.

Rome, St.
Taunts
Tecla
Catacombs
Saying of the Taunts
Twelve
Philosophers
Rome, Callisto Taunts
Catacombs

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 4.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 24.

Winner, you will always Unknown
Taunts
be fit for chickens. You
don't know how to play!
The palm to the winner, Rome, Callisto Taunts
let the loser stand--you Catacombs
don't know how to play.

Anthologia Latina, 500.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 231.
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 145.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 232.
Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 69.

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 55.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
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94 VICTUS
LUDERE
DALUSO
95 VICTUS
DALUSO

LEBATE Loser, stand up. You
NESCIS don't know how to play.
RILOCU Make space for a
player.
LEVATE Loser, get up. Make
RILOCU space for a player.

96 VICTUS
LUDERE
DALUSO
97 VICTUS
PULSUS
LUDERE

LEVATE
NESCES
RILOCU
LEVATE
RECEDE
NESCIS

98 VICTUS
LUDERE
DALUSO

RECEDE
NESCIS
RILOCU

99 VICTUS
RIXARI
MELIUS
100 VICTUS
LUDERE
DALUSO

RECEDO
NESCIO
......
SURGAS
NESCIS
RILOCU

101 VICTUS
AMICUS
DALUSO

SURGAT
VALEAS
RILOCU

102 VINC..
P..D..
IFI...
103 VINCES
LUDERE
PERDIS

GAU...
..O...
CLA...
GAUDES
NESCIS
PLORAS

104 VINCIS
NESCIS
PERDIS

GAUDES
LUDERE
PLORAS

105 VINCIS
PERDIS
EFEDER
106 VINCIS
PERDIS
LUDERE
107 ......
LATINA
......
108 ......
GENTES
LUDITE
109 HOSTES
ITALIA
110 HOSTES

GAUDES
PLORAS
CLAMAS
GAUDES
PLORAS
NESCIS
......
GAUDES
......
......
PACATE
ROMANI
VICTOS
GAUDES
VICTOS

Rome, Basilla Taunts
Property

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 233.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.

Rome, St.
Taunts
Tancisio
Catacombs
Loser, get up! You don't Rome, St.
Taunts
know how to play. Make Agnes
room for a player.
Catacombs
The conquered stand
Rome
Taunts
up, the beaten
withdraw. You don't
know how to play.
Loser withdraw. You
Rome, Villa of Taunts
don't know how to play. Castel
Make space for a
Gandolfo
player.
I withdraw as a loser. I Rome
Taunts
don't know how to fight
better ......
Loser, you should rise. Rome, St.
Taunts
You don't know how to Stefano
play. Make space for a Rotondo
player.
The loser should rise. Rome, Via
Taunts
Friend, you should say Portuense
goodbye. Make space Catacombs
for a player.
If you win, you rejoice; Rome, Basilica Taunts
if you lose, you cry. ...... Julia
you shout.
If you win, you rejoice-- Unknown
Taunts
you don't know how to
play--if you lose, you
cry.
If you win, you rejoice-- Rome, St.
Taunts
you don't know how to Sebastiano
play--if you lose, you
cry.
If you win, you rejoice; Rome, Basilica Taunts
if you lose, you cry. You Julia
shout out of ....
If you win, you rejoice; Rome, St.
Taunts
if you lose, you cry. You Sebastiano
don't know how to play.
...... ...... Latin Lady,
Rome, Via
Victory
you rejoice! ...... ......
Latina

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 70.

...... ...... pacify the
nations. Romans play
on!
The enemy is beaten!
You rejoice in Italy.
The enemy is defeated.

Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 143.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 81.
Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 32.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 26.
Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 71.

Rome, Callisto Victory
Catacombs
Unknown

Victory

Rome, Priscilla Victory

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.

Ferrua, "Lusorie Scritte”, 69.

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 18.

Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 234.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 34.
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 212.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 40.

Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 210.

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 33.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 28.

Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 11.

Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 215.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 235.
Ferrua, "Nuove Tabulae", 10.
Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 33.
Ihm, "Delle Tavole Lusorie", 216.
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ITALIA
LUDITE

GAUDET Italy rejoices. Romans Catacombs
ROMANI play on!

111 PARTHI
BRITTO
LUDITE

OCCISI The Parthians have
Rome, St.
VICTUS been slain, the British Mark
ROMANI defeated. Romans play Catacombs
on!

Victory

112 PICTOS
HOSTIS
LUDITE

VICTOS The Picts have been
Germany
DELETA conquered, this enemy
SECURI erased. Safe people,
play on!
IMPERI Manliness of the
Germany,
VINCTI Empire, the enemies are Trier
ROMANI fettered. The Romans
are playing.

Victory

113 VIRTUS
HOSTES
LUDANT

Victory

Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 33.
Horn, "Si per me misit", 153.
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 143.
Ihm, "Zu den Romischen", 259.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 88.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 80.
Balsdon, Life and Leisure, 158.
Ferrua, “Lusorie Scritte (1)”, 33.
Horn, "Si per me misit", 153.
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 142.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 89.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 80.
Horn, "Si per me misit", 146.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 26.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 89.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 80.
Austin, "Roman Board Games I", 31.
Horn, "Si per me misit", 154.
Hulsen, "Neue Inschriften", 143.
Ihm, "Romische Spieltafeln", 238.
Ihm, "Zu den Romischen", 259.
Purcell, "Literate Games", 25.
Rieche, "Games and Symbols", 89.
Schadler, "Xii Scripta", 81.
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